DataXtend RE
Data sheet
Features at
a glance
Bi-directional replication
with support for sitespecific data sets.
Dynamic Data Slicing
Architecture lets you
provide only the data a
site needs, minimizing
network traffic.
Dynamic Bandwidth
managed Partner
Selection automatically
manages network
balancing.
Transparent recovery
model eliminates the
need for managing log
files manually.
Collision Avoidance
Methodology lets you
tailor policies that
accommodate the unique
requirements of your
application.
Heterogeneous database
support lets you deploy
the same application on
database management
systems from multiple
vendors.
Advanced scheduling
and intelligent replication
optimizes network
efficiency and security.

Dataxtend® re enables enterprises to distribute data from existing enterprise
databases to remote offices and mobile workers, providing corporate-level quality
of service all the way to the “edge” of the enterprise where connectivity may be
intermittent or unavailable.
DataXtend RE enables companies to manage data across multiple sites, geographies, platforms, or database
management systems, through its unique patented technology for two-way, read-write replication of databases.
The DataXtend RE distributed enterprise is managed centrally but all distributed databases are synchronized
transparently with the central servers. This makes deploying and supporting distributed applications as cost
effective as web-based applications but without the network limitations associated with accessing a centralized
server and database.

Bi-directional, update-everywhere model
Distributed enterprise applications built with DataXtend RE technology can run disconnected from the network.
They can provide an occasionally connected computing solution for a sales or field force, or support occasionally
disconnected computing for a continuous availability environment. At their core, disconnected operations are
dependent on the ability to support read and write activity on the data available to the application, as if they were
connected. Without the ability to update the dataset while disconnected, an application cannot keep pace with the
demands of the distributed world.
With DataXtend RE, update-everywhere does not mean that applications must contain an identical dataset, quite
the contrary. DataXtend RE allows each site to have its own unique dataset. This ability to support site-specific
datasets can provide regional offices and individual users with precisely the subset of corporate data they need.

Dynamic data slicing architecture™
DataXtend RE allows you to put the data you need at each site using its patented Dynamic Data Slicing
Architecture (DDSA). DDSA operates at multiple levels allowing the dataset available to be defined dynamically.
DDSA results in a subset of data called a “workset.”
Plus, DataXtend RE supports and leverages one of CounterPoint’s strongest selling points - the ability to customise.
CounterPoint lets customers change the fields and screens so that they can track the information that is most
relevant to their businesses. DataXtend RE can easily adapt to the new fields and can allow that information to
quickly traverse all of the various sites.
The workset can be setup at the schema level, using table partitioning, at the query level, maintaining the
relationships between multiple tables, and at the column level by identifying specific components of a record or
fragments. This powerful technology allows applications to provide the “need to know” data support required by
applications with significant security requirements.
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Dynamic bandwidth-managed partner selection
Even when a replication network is operating efficiently, conditions may still change that will necessitate
adjustments to the network, for instance, systems will go off-line for service or new systems will be added.
In a large distributed system managing change can be a difficult task. DataXtend RE’s patented Dynamic
Bandwidth-managed Partner Selection (DBPS) technology enables the DataXtend RE network to adapt to
change. With DBPS, each site in the network contributes to an active auto-discovery and auto-balancing
protocol that allows systems to route around any failures in the network. DBPS avoids overloading any
one server since failure detection and recovery is part of the normal site selection process that all sites
perform.

Remote upgrades with centralized management
The package distribution feature enables you to use replication sessions to update replication rules,
database schemas, and even your own applications! You simply inject an update at one site and
configure how and when it will be replicated to the other sites. When a site receives the updates,
DataXtend RE will execute the updates at the time you specify and according to the parameters you
supply.
You can also track the progress of the updates.You can distribute updates during regular replication
sessions or push the updates out at a particular time. You can also distribute updates to a limited set
of sites within the replication network by using one of several pre-defined site groups or by creating
your own group. If you use one of these site groups, the updates will also be dynamically pushed out to
any new sites that get activated into the network. Optionally, you can statically define particular sites to
receive the updates and new sites being activated will not receive the updates.

Transparent recovery model
When failures do occur, DBPS eliminates the need to manage the network, but what about the data?
DataXtend RE’s transparent recovery model eliminates the need for an administrator to find and provide
log files. By eliminating log file management, DataXtend RE allows recovery to occur even when systems
are offline for an extended time. If a system needs to operate offline for weeks or even months, it will
reconnect to the replication network and recover its dataset automatically.

Collision avoidance methodology
When running distributed systems capable of fully disconnected operation, it is inevitable that users
will generate conflicting changes. DataXtend RE addresses these issues to minimize impact on the
underlying application. For example, an important element of collision avoidance is ensuring that
unrelated columns in individual records do not yield conflicts even when the same record is updated.
DataXtend RE provides Record Fragment Management to allow groups of related columns to be
identified and defined to eliminate unnecessary conflicts. DataXtend RE has a rich API to enable the
creation of application-specific conflict resolution policies.

Heterogeneous, multi-vendor solution
DataXtend RE-enabled applications work with a variety of major commercial and open source databases
from vendors like Oracle and Microsoft. And the same application can be deployed on different
databases. For instance, it might be deployed on Oracle in the primary data center and Microsoft in
a remote office. This flexibility means that application deployment decisions can be changed without
having to modify the synchronization mechanisms used to maintain a consistent data set.
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Maximize network efficiency and security
DataXtend RE maximizes network efficiency, starting with net change compression which minimizes the
amount of data that needs to be transmitted between systems. Optimizing the data that needs to be
shipped between systems reduces bandwidth requirements from those that are typically required for
log-based replication schemes. Synchronization can be done in different ways to match the needs of
individual systems. Any mix of scheduled, programmed or manual initiation of the coordination process
can be accommodated. An additional benefit of DDSA and worksets is that they minimize the data
requirements at very remote or bandwidth-constrained sites. Finally, all interaction between systems is
done over encrypted channels with automatically managed encryption keys.

About DXSTRO
DXSTRO acquired the DataXtend RE software from Progress Software Corporation in early 2014.
The company is committed to developing the product further and supporting the many existing customers.
For further information go to www.dxstro.com or telephone +44(0)845 408 4250
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